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1 Birth   

While we are uncertain of the details of the birth of Francois Rabelais (1494-1553) (pen name Alcofribas 
Nasier) we do know that he was born in Chinon, in  the province of Touraine,  the fourth child and third 
son of a rich Touraine landowner and lawyer. Either for reasons of livelihood or study Rabelais entered, 
as a novice, the strict order of the Observantine Franciscans. We know that he was in school in 1510-
1511 and that by an uninterrupted progression he passed through religious instruction and into monkhood 
as a Franciscan friar in the convent of Fontenay-le-Comte. The Franciscans were parish centered, non-
scholarly, and given to works of kindness. At first Rabelais felt at home there. 

2 Education 

 From the start, though, Rabelais’ passion had been for learning,  and even before entering the 
priesthood, and monkhood, he had rapidly found his way into the study of Greek, Hebrew and Arabic We 
first truly see him as a priest and monk in his Franciscan monastery, avidly learning Greek with a fellow 
monk. Shortly after, encouraged by this fellow priest, Fr. Amy, Rabelais entered into a timid 
correspondence with the most eminent Hellenist of his time in France, Guillaume Budé. (We begin now to 
see Rabelais engaged with the New Languages Movement, which was proving to be a threat to the 
orthodox Catholic clergy, happier, as it was, with the duties of mass and parish, and not with the 
intricacies of exotic language.  

  It is worth thinking ahead to the role ancient languages also played a half century later in the work of 
Michel de Montaigne, whose deep admiration for the classicists he studied with  in Bordeaux led to life-
changing correspondences and local-political alliances. With Montaigne we are on the verge of a true 
conflict which had already proven momentous for Rabelais. The Sorbonne—serving as an authoritative 
voice of Church and University—had required Rabelais’ superiors to remove his Greek books, during a 
time when Rabelais was in no mood to compromise. The ancient classics were treasured apertures into 
the large world of human culture. 

  On the other hand, when we consider the antic and salacious material, of Rabelais’ earliest writing, we 
must wonder at the Church’s tolerance for him at all. Only the constant intervention of influential clerics 
kept Rabelais safely within the Catholic system.  And yet even the ‘system’ of the Church was not so 
apparent. To the extent that it was a ‘system,’ the beliefs of the Church were based on earthiness, one 
might say on a tolerance for facing the whole murky human condition, which we would have trouble 
understanding today. Rabelais lived in a complex cultural world, in which faith and the ‘facts of life’ 
coexisted, and thinkers had no trouble calling spades spades. 
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  Scatololgy and eschatology today make puzzling bedfellows, for our sense of the salacious is tabooed, 
and the notion of the dirty has intruded where it should not. We came close, in our sixties readings of 
Norman Brown, Life Against Death, to intuiting the fierce blend of the fall with a lower body metaphysic. 
We dusted off our Freud, but were hardly able to reach far enough back into our cultural history, beyond 
the prudence of modernity, to find the wholistic level at which Rabelais constructed his world. In Rabelais 
everybody shits except the angels. Spirituality is wit, construction, and logic, as we find them in the great 
scholastic philosophers. 

3. Politics, Medical Work, and Writing.   

 His independent scholarly turn alienated Rabelais’ Franciscan superiors, who preferred poverty to 
learning, and were soon glad to see Francois join the Benedictine order, which in fact he left to serve as a 
simple parish priest. (Priests moved around, at the time, like University professors or members of the 
military in our time.)  

  At this point in his twenties, fortunately, the first of a number of much needed patrons entered Rabelais’s 
career; Fr Geoffrey d’Estissac, who took Rabelais under the roof of his own Benedictine Monastery.  
Needing more income, and relying on the continuing support of Fr Geoffrey, Rabelais then turned toward 
the study of medicine, which was to become his career; from 1527-30 Rabelais is in Paris, studying 
medicine with a subsidy from Fr. Geoffrey, and in the course of this sojourn he grew close to many of the 
opinion shapers of his time, like Guillaume du Bellay or Margaret of Navare. He also fathered two 
children—as a priest he was unable to marry—legitimized by Pope Paul III in 1535. (Stigma? It appears 
that Rabelais followed a widely accepted practice.)  

  Rabelais moved, for the next seven years, to the Medical Faculty of the University of Montpellier, where 
he engaged in full time medical studies. (It is rumored, in medical history circles, that Rabelais was the 
first western doctor to anatomize the entire human body).  Whatever the truth there, it seems that 
Rabelais’ blend of medical mythography—Galen, Hippocrates—was fertile mind-territory for the 
Gargantuan visions he was to make his fiction out of. He was not only a fantasist, but an exceptionally 
well trained doctor, who wrote academically on medicine, in his own editions of the Greek physician 
Hippocrates, or of Galen’s ‘The Art of Raising Children.’  

(We know how important these years will have been to our creator of fantastic epics, and we have to 
suspect that, during this substantial learning period, medical training, Rabelais was formulating large 
scale imaginative constructs. The medical theory of the time encouraged thinking in large terms about 
body parts and body functions, and there can be no doubt that Rabelais entered the local monster 
industry—monster pamphlets abounded at country fairs-- with an inner eye alert to the body dreams of 
the man on the street. 

   In 1530 Rabelais received his B.A., and was able to begin lecturing on medicine, specializing in the 
works of Hippocrates and Galen. From that time on, in his life, he could justly claim the privileges of an 
M.D. The healing wisdom he will have been able to purvey was already an extrapolation from his unique 
sense of personal being-here-in-a-body. 

About this time—one knows little of his apprenticeship to the entire action of writing-- Rabelais published 
his first book, Pantagruel, purportedly about the son of the giant folk hero. Gargantua. (Popular literature 
of the day embraced a wide range of imaginative undertakings. Folk tales were the on-the-street 
entertainment of the sixteenth century. Lives of the Saints abounded, and on that model it was easy to 
stamp out lives of the giants, themselves already deeply baked into French folk culture, and ready to 
convert into pre-fictions). The great success of Rabelais’ own first  work led to the publication, in 1534, of 
Gargantua, a second version of his growing tale sequence—or perhaps a reviewing of the whole to come.  

(We don’t know, of course, from when to date Rabelais’ first fiddling with the literary issues he plunged 
into.  His first published works look like childhood incorporations, half delirious fragmentations that fit with 
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the imaginations of a child, but learning and observing rapidly teased out Rabelais’ amazing expressive 
skills. The passage of the years was to see rapid growth; Rabelais active and both working and writing in 
Rome, keeping afloat in the battles between Reformists and Papists—dodging the worst of the Religious 
Wars which were engulfing France. 

  In 1536 he found himself in a Benedictine Abbey in Rome, this time as a secular priest. In the following 
years he once more did yeoman service for the brilliant governor of Turin, Guillaume du Bellay, a figure 
Rabelais greatly admired, and a step on his jagged way to real prominence in French political-cultural life. 
After many alliances, and efforts to keep himself alive both as writer, priest, and political ally, Rabelais 
died on January 9, 1553. His writing had remained an active component of his life, with intervals of 
several years typically separating publications. 

4. The Books  

  Rabelais’ books are large—they range. like  the Quixote or The Canterbury Tales,   across several 
hundred  pages of anecdotal, comical or often socially critical narrative material, which brilliantly keep 
their main points in mind—the waning of the Middle Ages in the Quixote,  or,  in Chaucer, the tones of the 
waning era of mediaeval culture.   

 What we find in Rabelais, embodied in the figures of two imaginary giants, their friends and allies, randy 
wits like Panurge or gamesters like Friar Jean, is a comic-hilarious scatological critique of society and 
culture, blended with hilarious and often purely episodic tales, by and large written for an erudite or at any 
rate court audience, beneficiaries, as it was, of the new post Gutenberg literacy. That same audience will 
have been alert to (and tickled by) the sharp critiques Rabelais fed on, satires of their own professions of 
law, the university, and medicine.  

  In Rabelais’ major work there are five books of anecdotal tales, some two hundred fifty in all, running 
typically to one to three pages each.  The books are: ‘The very Horrific Life of the Great Gargantus, father 
of  Pantagruel,’ ‘Pantagruel, King of the Dipsodes, restored to his natural state, with his frightful deeds 
and exploits,’ The Third Book of the Heroic deeds and sayings of  the good Pantagruel,’ ‘The Fourth Book 
of the Heroic Deeds and Sayings of the good Pantagruel,’ ‘The fifth and last book of the heroic deeds and 
sayings of the good Pantagruel.’ The whole amounts to a comic-satiric picture of an age, in the way we 
might say Chaucer achieves something similar (less comically), or Dante, who combs his time with sharp 
toothed tines, or Cervantes, who mocks the fading traditions of chivalric culture. In the case of all these 
master texts, the author reaches out as far as possible, into the values we consider universal, appropriate 
to global experience, and part of the largest visions available to mankind in writing. 

The first book chronologically (the second book written by Rabelais) tracks ‘the very horrific life of the 
great giant, Gargantua,’ who was part of the Arthurian regiment of power figures that hovered over the 
Middle Ages.  Gargantua fathers a monstrous son. We sniff the future of the tale, when we realize that the 
infant Gargantua already has a sharply active pecker, with which he guarantees delight to his 
nursemaids. We join in the elementary pedagogy of our young giant, who grows up in robust freedom, 
learning from experience that he is immeasurably stronger than his peers, and that self-discipline is a 
necessary key to success in self-education.  

  Gargantua plunges into life with vigor. Cheering up his nursemaids is only the beginning. We watch with 
awe as he plunges ahead to order a salad from his servants, chew and swallow the pilgrims who are 
currently hidden in it, and carefully pick them from his teeth, to ease his toothache. It fittingly 
characterizes Gargantua that, having drunk and eaten hugely, he releases floods of piss from the top of 
Notre Dame de Paris, drowning the city in disastrous floods. Perhaps the saving act, of this monster’s 
overwhelming entry into the human community, is his decision to have built, for Friar John who has nobly 
aided him to ‘vanquish the foe,’ Picrochole, an anti-abbey Abbey, named Theleme (Will). This abbey 
without walls, in which the occupants can do as they like—‘fais ce que voudra’—in which freedom is the 
dominant word, is one in which the residents must be good-looking, and high-spirited. It is a dream gift. 
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  The remaining books turn to Gargantua’s son, Pantagruel, to his experiences with his sidekick Panurge, 
and with a cast of characters who are both raffish children of the church, and witty gamesters like Friar 
John. We follow Pantagruel to Paris, and into the sancta of higher University education, we admire the 
efficiency with which he dispatches foe after vicious foe—with the help of Panurge—we see how 
Pantagruel consoles his men for the vicious enemies he exposes them to, by protecting them with his 
tongue.  

We follow the labyrinthine thoughts and behaviors of Book Three, where Pantagruel struggles in good 
faith, for his buddy Panurge, over the questions raised by cuckoldry, and especially over the issue of 
whether Panurge should marry. In the fifth book Pantagruel is beset by spirit folk and devils, entertains 
both hilarious fear and crazy humor, and survives tempests seemingly destined to put at end to his tale. 

5   Main Themes of Rabelais’ Work. The  basic material of Rabelais’s writings about Gargantua and 
Pantagruel is simple: loose and free flowing prose narrative--spiced, incidentally, with an inventive 
richness of vocabulary, which jacked up the French language as Shakespeare did for English;  talk 
aplenty, philosophy of the streets and on behalf of liberty, anecdote, history, gossip, scandal, scatology, 
theology, education, fart and poop to satisfy the nether est of us—themes into which Rabelais deposits a 
lot of his own value-thinking,  especially in Gargantua, where a hearty secular philosophy of ‘do what you 
will,’ ‘fais ce que voudra,’ weaves its ways around a tale involving Gargantua (a hero out of Arthurian 
legend), his immense and grossly vulgar son, Pantagruel, and Pantagruel’s buddy in arms, Panurge. 
There is no single overriding theme in this work, which is structurally as loose and free as Rabelais 
himself. Rabelais’ books are sequences of events, like the independent tales in Chaucer, or the 
‘characteristic figures met along the way’ in Dante. There are, though, abundant ‘significant events.’ 

6.  Significant events: 

(I: 3) the birth of Gargantua, with all the almost global confusion that brings with it;  

(I: 53) the action of Gargantua to construct the Abbey of Theleme, Gargantua’s reward to Friar John, as a 
courageous ally and now as a refuge for those who seek freedom and independence, and high spirits; 

(II: 30) develops Panurge’s concern with marriage, especially in view of the dangers of being cuckolded, 
the main stumbling block in his mind. Pantagruel calls together a colloquy of wise men—a doctor, a 
theologian, a philosopher—to discuss the issue of marriage with Panurge. The blend of mockery, wisdom, 
even good sense is irresistibly Rabelaisian;  

(ll: 32)  The tale of how Gargantua’s son Pantagruel covered his whole army with his tongue, while the 
narrator climbed around in the thrilling landscapes of Pantagruel’s mouth;  

(III: 9-52). Pantagruel’s extensive reflections, with his friend  and cunning ally Panurge, over the question 
of being cuckolded, a preoccupation which will haunt Panurge for a long time and ultimately involve 
considering that maybe being cuckolded isn’t so bad;  

(IV: 1) Pantagruel’s setting off to sea on a voyage which will entail a lengthy Odyssean sojourn through 
many and obscure lands;  

(IV, 51-52) Pantagruel discourses with his shipmates on the virtues (and failings) of the Catholic Church, 
especially in regard to the accumulating body of canon law (decretals, under collection since the early 
centuries of the church), through which the Church was fortifying its doctrine;  

(IV: 65) Pantagruel praises the God of Wine for the safety of his ocean expedition, and salutes merriment 
wherever it can be found. 
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7 Rabelais as autobiographer. Through multiple themes, through tones that mock and jeer as well as 
absorb into awe—say at the monastery of Theleme or in exploring the mountainous teeth of Pantagruel—
through dialogic discussions, in face of the decretals—through jovial and nostalgic spurts of wild 
adventure, like the sea departure to sail to the Land of Wine-- Rabelais probes the other antically, keeps it 
at a distance and admires, and seems at peace with what appears to defigure the world of ordinary 
perception, and to replace it with, well, not  a dream world but a phantasmagoric world in which Rabelais’ 
own inner life appears before us, redigested and transmuted. His scatological tendency, taking us upside 
down through the world of the pussy, seems to play over the margins of effectual identity. Rabelais 
reconfigures himself on behalf of the human physical condition. He becomes a portrait of himself, in the 
antic figures he has created. 

7 The Cultural Position of Rabelais: Rabelais thought and worked in a firm and still orthodox Christian 
tradition. He was a monk, first, then a priest—in several different roles. The mediaeval perspective from 
which he emerged to a secular career, medicine, clung to him in his scorn for women, common among 
mediaeval men—and still unmistakable in the thinking of the Humanist Montaigne, a century later-- his 
deep sense of allegory, and the heavy coarseness of much of his imagination—and how about the hero 
who floods Paris by pissing copiously from the summit of Notre Dame Cathedral? This omnipresence of 
allegory and extravagance, which gladly accepts an interaction of the spiritual with the literal, maintains a 
continuous channel between Rabelais’ own and ‘spiritual’ thought-practices. On the other hand, though, 
Rabelais builds on a pagan joie de vivre and a love of secular life which allies him with many even post 
Christian energies of French literature. I think of the work of Jean Giono, Alain, Boris Vian, or Andre Gide, 
who carry profound pagan immersion into a just receding Christian culture. Rabelais is too contemporary 
not to be archaic. 

 

 

 

 

  


